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Abstract— Data sharing as one of the most common features in cloud storage, allows a number of users to share their data with 

others. However, these shared data stored in the cloud might contain some sensitive information. In remote data integrity auditing 

schemes, the data owner firstly needs to generate signatures for data blocks before uploading them to the cloud. These signatures are 

used to prove the cloud truly possesses these data blocks in the phase of integrity auditing. And then the data owner uploads these 

data blocks along with their corresponding signatures to the cloud. To overcome the problems present in the existing auditing scheme 

here propose an efficient integrity auditing with the help of third party auditor. A potential method of solving this problem is to 

encrypt the whole shared file before sending it to the cloud, and then generate the signatures used to verify the integrity of this 

encrypted file, sanitizer verifies the data hiding and signature creation. Finally upload this encrypted file and its corresponding 

signatures to the cloud. This method can realize the sensitive information hiding since only the data owner can decrypt this file. To 

reduce the computation burden on the user side, a Third Party Auditor (TPA) is introduced to periodically verify the integrity of the 

cloud data on behalf of user. Also implement AES encryption algorithm to encrypt the uploaded files. This proposed mechanism will 

assures the efficient data sharing and secure auditing process. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing technology consists of the use of computing resources that are delivered as a service over a network. 

In cloud computing model users have to give access to their data for storing and performing the desired business operations. 

Hence cloud service provider must provide the trust and security, as there is valuable and sensitive data in huge amount stored 

on the clouds. There are concerns about flexible, scalable and fine grained access control in the cloud computing. 

Cloud computing is consistently growing and there are many main cloud computing providers including Amazon, 

Google, Microsoft, Yahoo and many others who are offering solutions including Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), Platform-as-a-

Service (PaaS), Storage-as-a- Service and Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS). In addition, considering the possibility to 

substantially minimizing expenses by optimization and also maximizing operating as well as economic effectiveness, cloud 

computing is an excellent technology. Furthermore, cloud computing can tremendously boost its cooperation, speed, and also 

range, thus empowering a totally worldwide computing model on the internet infrastructure. On top of that, the cloud computing 

has advantages in delivering additional scalable, fault tolerant services. 

 

II. MODULE DESCRIPTION 

 Deep Learning Encryption 

 Data Sanitizer 

 TPA Verification 

 Data Access 

 

A. Cloud Framework 

In this module, cloud data storage service five different entities such as the cloud owner, who has large amount of data 

files to be stored in the cloud; the cloud server, which is managed by the cloud service provider to provide data storage service 

and has significant storage space and computation resources; the trusted third party, who has provide the permission to cloud 

owner, the third-party auditor, who has expertise and capabilities that cloud owners do not have and is trusted to assess the 

cloud storage service reliability on behalf of the user upon request. 

B. Deep Learning Encryption 

Deep learning is a specific approach used for building and training neural networks, which are considered highly 

promising decision-making nodes. An algorithm is considered to be deep if the input data is passed through a series of 

nonlinearities or nonlinear transformations before it becomes output. In contrast, most modern machine learning algorithms are 

considered "shallow" because the input can only go only a few levels of subroutine calling. Deep learning removes the manual 

identification of features in data and, instead, relies on whatever training process it has in order to discover the useful patterns in 

the input examples. This makes training the neural network easier and faster, and it can yield a better result that advances the 

field of artificial intelligence. 
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C. Data Sanitization 

This data integrity auditing scheme with sensitive information hiding is used for secure cloud storage. A sanitizer is used 

to sanitize the data blocks corresponding to the sensitive information of the file. In our detailed scheme, firstly, the user encrypts 

the data blocks corresponding to the personal sensitive information of the original file and generates the corresponding secret 

keys, and then sends them to a sanitizer. The sanitizer sanitizes these encrypted data blocks into a uniform format and also 

sanitizes the data blocks corresponding to the organization’s sensitive information. It also transforms the corresponding secret 

keys into valid ones for the sanitized file. This method not only realizes the remote data integrity auditing, but also supports the 

data sharing on the condition that sensitive information is protected in cloud storage. 

D. TPA Verification 

In this module, TPA checks the correctness of data storage to ensure that there exists no cheating cloud server that can 

pass the TPA’s audit without indeed storing users’ data intact to ensure that the TPA cannot derive users’ data content from the 

information collected during the auditing process. Then implement the batch auditing scheme in POR to enable TPA with 

secure and efficient auditing capability to cope with multiple auditing delegations from possibly large number of different users 

simultaneously. Data owner hosts the data over cloud servers. Here, the data which is fragmented and encrypted by the data 

owner, data owner can access the information whenever required from the cloud server. Auditor access the information for 

auditing purpose if he is authenticated, submits the access process to the data owner whenever required. 

E. Data Access 

Users down load encrypted records from the Cloud and decrypt to get original information. First, the Cloud generated 

public data set is used to generate the key and then the Owner generated public information set is used to encrypt the message 

using key. These keys allow a User to decrypt a statistics item best if the User satisfies the original ACP applied to the facts 

item. 

III.  EXISTING SYSTEM 

Many systems have been developed to provide secure storage but traditional encryption techniques are not suitable for 

compression purposes. Deterministic encryption, in particular convergent encryption, is a good candidate to achieve both 

confidentiality and compression but it suffers from well-known weaknesses which do not ensure protection of predictable files 

against dictionary attacks .Leak users’ data to external auditor. Can extract the original data of a user during the auditing 

process. Existing system provide insecurity scheme for data auditing. Provide Computational overheads. 

IV.  PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Storage efficiency functions such as compression and compression afford storage providers better utilization of their 

storage back ends and the ability to serve more customers with the same infrastructure. There are four different compression 

strategies, depending on whether compression happens at the client side (i.e. before the upload) or at the server side, and 

whether compression happens at a block level or at a file level. The goal of the system is to guarantee data confidentiality 

without losing the advantage of compression. File and file content analysed. Preserve the redundant storage. Fast auditing with 

higher performance protocols. Security is high and to provide data integrity to all data owners. 

V. METHODOLOGY 

The proposed system is implemented through two phases 

 Phase I:  Data Sanitization. 

 Phase II: TPA Verification. 

Phase I: 

 Data sanitization is the process of hide data into messy codes and generate unique signature for each shared data. 

 The data blocks whose indexes are in set K1 have been blinded by the user ID, which will make the contents of these 

data blocks becomes messy code. 

.  

Table.1 generating key details 
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Phase II: 

 TPA checks the correctness of data storage to ensure data integrity. 

 Then implement the batch auditing scheme in OPOR to enable TPA with secure and efficient auditing. 

 Before processing the request checks key shared by data owner. 

 Then send auditing response with result to the requested data owner. 

 

Table. 2 Username and Password 

 
Table.3 File Audit Status Details 

VI.  IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Cloud Owner Registration: 

Cloud owners should register their details to store files with secure. 

 
Fig.1 Cloud Owner Register 

B. File Upload: 

 Cloud owner can upload files with name, description. 

 
Fig.2 File Upload Page 
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C. File Audit: 

Cloud owner can audit. Audit is used to check whether the file is modified or deleted. 

 
Fig.3 Send the File to Audit 

 

D. Owner File Details in Sanitizer: 

Owner details are encrypted. The approval is given for the next process. 

 
Fig.4 Owner details with encrypted format. 

E. TPA details: 

A new Auditor provides the file key to auditing. 

 
Fig.5 Owner details with secrete key. 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

In this Proposed approach a privacy-preserving public auditing system for data storage security in Cloud Computing. 

With data storage and shared data, auditor performs efficient auditing with group user revocation. Existing mechanisms provide 

efficient integrity auditing of shared data, user revocation and supports batch auditing. Mechanisms need to be implemented to 

reduce the overhead introduced by a huge number of customers in the cluster. Here utilize the homomorphic linear authenticator 

and random masking to guarantee that the TPA would not learn any knowledge about the data content stored on the cloud server 

during the efficient auditing process, which not only eliminates the burden of cloud user from the tedious and possibly 

expensive auditing task, but also alleviates the users’ fear of their outsourced data leakage. 

FUTURE WORK  

Future work focused on TPA may concurrently handle multiple audit sessions from different users for their outsourced 

data files and further extend our privacy-preserving public auditing protocol into a multi-user setting, where the TPA can 

perform multiple auditing tasks in a batch manner for better efficiency. 
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